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The living collection is composed of different structures 
and tops that combined create a console table, a side table, 
a tea trolley or a coat stand.

it’s versatile: Living is extremely flexible, easily adapting to 
different spaces, needs and styles.
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it’s functional: Living tops serve different functionalities, 
the collection was carefully designed to organize everyday 
objects and support daily tasks.

it’s customizable: choosing different structures, tops 
and finishes, you can create unique and exclusive pieces 
that adapt to all kinds of environments, from the most 
classic to the most minimalistic.

FEATURES

LIVING



it’s modular: thanks to the ease of fitting, is very simple 
to change the position of the tops, creating numerous 
combinations with the same set.

it’s changeable: Change the look whenever you want and 
adapt your set to your daily needs, improve your everyday.

FEATURES
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living makes life easier. Combining structures and tops with 
different functions and finishes, you can create furniture 
solutions that suit you. The Living console table is the right 
complement for any entrance hall, living room, office or lounge.

CONSOLE TABLELIVING
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Charge your mobile devices.

CONSOLE TABLELIVING

The charging box was specially designed to adapt to new 
technologies. It allows you to store your mobile devices while 
they are charging. You can choose between a power strip with 
one socket and two USB charging ports or wireless charging. 
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The magazine box was designed to keep magazines and 
newspapers at hand. The shelf top allows you to store books 
and other small objects.

You can opt for wooden tops for a classic look or for colorful 
lacquered tops for a touch of modernity. You can also mix 
them together and create original pieces.

CONSOLE TABLELIVING
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Living tops have different tray options. These pieces are 
very versatile as they serve different functions. We highlight 
the envelope tray that allows you to organize your letters 
and leave your keys.

CONSOLE TABLELIVING
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The Living side table is perfect to support small meals 
and snacks. Living tops have a recess that makes it easy to 
fit them into the structure. This ease of assembly is useful 
if you desire to take the top somewhere else.

SIDE  TABLELIVING
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Living’s small pot was designed for those who like to have 
green in their space. Integrate your plants into your Living.

The laptop box was planned to store and charge laptops 
inside, as it includes two sockets and two usb chargers. 
You can also use it to store other objects or small devices.

SIDE  TABLELIVING
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The Living coat stand is built using the side table structure 
and a specific top. You can add other tops, for example the 
envelope tray or charging box, to complete and create a 
functional and original piece.

COAT STANDLIVING
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The coat stand top has a drawer with a drip vase that stores 
the remaining water from wet umbrellas. This way, you can 
safely remove the water and avoid the direct contact with wood.

COAT STANDLIVING
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TEA TROLLEY
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Living adapts to different spaces, from the most minimalist to 
the most classic, depending on the choice of finishes and tops. 
The Living tea trolley can be transformed into completely 
different pieces, according to your taste and needs.

TEA TROLLEYLIVING
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SETS

CONSOLE TABLE

SETSLIVING

Noah
720x418x800mm

Leonor
720x418x800mm

Abel
720x418x800mm

Xavier
1035x418x800mm

Aida
720x418x800mm

Ella
720x418x800mm

Aurora
720x418x800mm

Juliet
720x418x800mm

Benjamin
1035x418x800mm

Beatrice
1035x418x800mm

Antonia
1035x418x800mm

Emily
1035x418x800mm

Frederica
1035x418x800mm

Oscar
1035x418x800mm

Amelia
1350x418x800mm

Constance
1350x418x800mm

Abraham
1035x418x800mm

Jericho
1350x418x800mm

Oliver
1350x418x800mm

Theodore
1350x418x800mm
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SIDE TABLE

SETS

SETSLIVING

Lisa
405x418x800mm

Martha
405x418x800mm

Sebastian
405x418x800mm

Eve
405x418x800mm

Gabriel
405x418x800mm

Gary
405x418x800mm

Jack
405x418x800mm

Kate
405x418x800mm

Harper
405x418x800mm

Peter
720x418x800mm

Samuel
720x418x800mm

Wesley
720x418x800mm

Ashley
405x418x800mm

Casper
405x418x800mm

Elizabeth
405x418x800mm

Dorothy
720x418x800mm

Horatio
720x418x800mm

Julia
720x418x800mm

Keira
720x418x800mm

Leslie
720x418x800mm

Maria
720x418x800mm

Alexander
1035x418x800mm

Barbara
1035x418x800mm

Thomas
1035x418x800mm

Albert
720x418x800mm

Charlotte
720x418x800mm

Claire
720x418x800mm
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COAT STAND

SETS

SETSLIVING

Edward
405x418x1870mm

Paige
405x418x1870mm

Evangeline
405x418x1870mm

Daniel
405x418x1870mm

Steven
405x418x1870mm

Billy
405x418x1870mm

Zachary
1035x418x1870mm

Rachel
1035x418x1870mm

Miles
720x418x1870mm

Amber
720x418x1870mm

Simon
720x418x1870mm

Alicia
405x418x1870mm
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SETS

TEA TROLLEY

SETSLIVING

Patrick
875x418x800mm

Philip
875x418x800mm

Rose
875x418x800mm

Richard
875x418x800mm

Sophie
875x418x800mm

Therese
875x418x800mm

Joshua
875x418x800mm

Olivia
875x418x800mm

Laura
875x418x800mm

Madeline
875x418x800mm

Matilda
875x418x800mm

Jacqueline
875x418x800mm

Eugenie
875x418x800mm

Grace
875x418x800mm

Anna
875x418x800mm

Alyssa
875x418x800mm

Caroline
875x418x800mm

Emma
875x418x800mm
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CONSOLE TABLE

BUILD YOUR OWN LIVING

SIDE TABLE & COAT STAND TEA TROLLEY

With the living collection you can customize your furniture.
Choose one structure, select one or more tops, combine 
accessories and finishes and create a custom set to meet your 
needs and taste.

There are multiple possible combinations and you can 
change them whenever you want in order to adjust to new 
demands or different phases of life.

make your space unique and personal.
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CONSOLE TABLE / WITH FEET OR WHEELS

LARGE TOPS / 2 MODULES

2 modules
720x400x800mm

Top Pad
228x158x4mm

3 modules
1035x400x800mm

4 modules
1350x400x800mm

Small Top Small Tray Small 
Divided Tray

Envelope
 Tray

Small Pot Box

STRUCTURES

TOPS

ACCESSORIES

Small Box 
w/ Lid

Charging Box 
w/ Power Strip 

a) b)

Charging Box 
 Wireless b)

Shelf Magazine
Box

Coat Stand

SIDE TABLE & COAT STAND / WITH FEET OR WHEELS

2 modules
720x400x560mm

1 module
405x400x560mm

3 modules
1035x400x560mm

TEA TROLLEY

2 modules
875x400x800mm

CUSTOMIZATIONLIVING

a) Includes 1 power strip with 1 socket + 2 USB chargers.
b) Choose between schuko (SC), british (UK), or american (US) sockets / plugs
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White

Natural

White

Taupe

Dark Green

Green

Black

Brown

Mustard

Light Green

Blue

Natural Brown

White Taupe

LACQUERED WOOD

LACQUERED STEEL

STRUCTURE / FINISHES

OAK WOOD 

TOP / FINISHES

BUREL

TOP PAD / FINISHES

POLISHED STEEL

Silver

Chocolate

Brick

Dark Blue

Chocolate

Gold

Rose

Light Blue

Mustard Brick/Rose

CUSTOMIZATIONLIVING
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The different top pad colors can be matched with the top 
finishes or be combined in an original and contrasting way.
There are nine different top pad colors to choose from. 
You can use the top pad in four Living tops: small divided 
tray, large divided tray, envelope tray and charging box.

The top pads are designed to protect the tops and 
are made of burel, a traditional portuguese fabric made 
entirely of wool.

Mix and match different colors

CUSTOMIZATIONLIVING
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Marqqa products are designed and produced in Portugal, 
taking advantage of the quality of our craftsmen and the 
experience in the production of exclusive furniture. Our 
attention to detail and choice of materials, coupled with the 
desire to create timeless pieces, make the Living collection 
a perfect choice for those seeking quality and excellence.

Quality is in details

CUSTOMIZATIONLIVING
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202 1 © All rights reserved.

Marqqa reserves the right to change, without previous notice, materials, finishes and drawings of 
the products presented in this catalogue. The colors in this publication may differ to the original product. 
We recommend requesting a product sample.  

contact@marqqa.com    
www.marqqa.com   

mailto:contact%40marqqa.com?subject=
http://www.marqqa.com   


marqqa designs and produces functional 
furniture that improves people’s lives. 
Our furniture is extremely flexible, adapting 
to different spaces, needs and styles.

living is a collection developed by Marqqa 
and stands out from existing furniture 
solutions thanks to its versatility, modularity 
and high level of customization.

This collection consists of different structures 
and tops that, in combination, create unique 
pieces of furniture. You can create console 
tables, side tables, tea trolleys or coat stands 
that adapt to all kinds of environments.

The Living system is designed to accommodate 
everyday objects. It is very functional as it  
adapts to everyone’s needs, the same structure 
allows different uses depending on the tops and 
finishes chosen. It is also modular, which means 
it can be easily changed whenever you want.


